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After the exposure of New York’s questionable billing practices with respect to federal 

reimbursements of ICF/IID services, a scathing report from the House Committee on Oversight 

and Government Reform, and under continued pressure from the Centers for Medicare and 

Medicaid (CMS) to cut costs, New York continues to shutter its remaining developmental 

centers (DCs) and State-operated community-based ICF/IIDs, and drastically reduce the number 

of privately run ICF/IIDs within the State. In its October 2013 “Governor’s Olmstead Report,” 

New York outlined its plan for the ICF/IID closure along with other related topics, such as the 

planned phase-out of the so-called “sheltered workshops” which a number of people with I/DD 

depend on for employment. Quite forward about the State’s intentions, the Report makes clear 
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New York’s chief focus: to “assist in transitioning people with disabilities out of segregated 

settings and into community settings,”
1
 with no regard for whether this plan will adequately 

serve the New Yorkers with I/DD who have the most complex needs, including those with severe 

behavioral challenges or medical fragility.  

To this end, New York has ceased new admission to its State-operated ICF/IIDs, and all 

remaining State-operated ICF/IIDs are scheduled for closure by 2018. While in August 2013 

there were 994 people in State-run DCs and an additional 659 in State-run community ICF/IIDs, 

after the planned closures New York will operate only 150 DC beds on a short term basis only
2
 – 

in other words, there will effectively be no more State-run ICFs in New York. 

Going further than to just shutter its own ICFs, New York plans to drastically decrease 

the number of ICFs operated by nonprofits. According to its “ICF Transition Plan” approved by 

CMS (attached as Appendix A), New York will decrease the number of beds in privately run 

ICFs from the 5,669 it had in August 2013 to 456 by 2018. Taken with the closure of the State-

run ICFs and the fact that the remaining 150 State-run ICF placements will be limited to short-

term use only, New York will be left with only 456 ICF/IID beds, a loss of 6,866.  Even when 

one takes into account the projected additional number of Supervised Individualized Residential 

Alternative (IRA) placements (in privately operated community group homes with 24/7 staffing), 

New York plans for a net decrease of 2,830 residential placements with 24/7 staffing.
3
  

                                                           
1
 Report and Recommendations of the Olmstead Cabinet, p. 8 

 
2
 Ibid., p. 10 

 
3
 The projected additional 994 beds in Supportive IRAs, which offer supports less than 24/7 staffing to individuals 

living in their own homes or apartments, are of little if any relevance to those requiring constant supervision and 

assistance. 
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This begs the question: will this new system of residential placements meet the needs of 

all New Yorkers with I/DD? Legally this seems suspect. According to the Medicaid website, 

“States may not limit access to ICF/MR service, or make it subject to waiting lists” for anyone 

who qualifies for it.
4
 Yet by 2018, New York will have only a small fraction of the ICF capacity 

it had in August 2013 (which was itself a marked decrease from prior years). And despite all its 

official pronouncements on the subject, New York never provides a reason to believe that the 

resulting residential placement scheme will provide adequately safe and healthy alternatives for 

those people with I/DD who have the most complex needs (including those who are medically 

fragile or have severe behavioral challenges).  

Beyond the ICF closures, as of July 2013, OPWDD ceased new admissions to “sheltered 

workshops,” which as of October 2013 provided jobs for about 8,100 people with I/DD. As 

recently stated by some advocacy groups in Upstate New York, this policy is concerning because 

it removes “an important stepping stone to supported and competitive employment, as well as an 

employment option chosen by many individuals as appropriate to their needs.”
5
 In making this 

transition, OPWDD set a goal of helping 700 new people with I/DD to find competitive 

employment by April 1, 2014. Without the sheltered workshop option, people with I/DD who are 

not capable of participating in supported employment programs will likely be deprived of any 

opportunity to work and instead will spend their time in so-called “day habilitation” programs 

(including the “Day Habilitation Without Walls” model that New York is pressing the private 

providers to switch to, where the individuals with I/DD are kept on the move among different 

                                                           
4
 Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Mental Retardation, http://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-

Program-Information/By-Topics/Delivery-Systems/Institutional-Care/Intermediate-Care-Facilities-for-Individuals-

with-Mental-Retardation-ICFMR.html 

 
5
 ‘Sheltered workshop’ changes not well received, http://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/news/2013/10/03/sheltered-

worskhop-changes-not-well.html?page=all  

 

http://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Delivery-Systems/Institutional-Care/Intermediate-Care-Facilities-for-Individuals-with-Mental-Retardation-ICFMR.html
http://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Delivery-Systems/Institutional-Care/Intermediate-Care-Facilities-for-Individuals-with-Mental-Retardation-ICFMR.html
http://www.medicaid.gov/Medicaid-CHIP-Program-Information/By-Topics/Delivery-Systems/Institutional-Care/Intermediate-Care-Facilities-for-Individuals-with-Mental-Retardation-ICFMR.html
http://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/news/2013/10/03/sheltered-worskhop-changes-not-well.html?page=all
http://www.bizjournals.com/buffalo/news/2013/10/03/sheltered-worskhop-changes-not-well.html?page=all
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community settings – a recipe for disaster for people with autism and other disabilities who 

require sameness and accustomed settings to be able to function).
6
   

On a brighter note, New York is piloting the START program, which provides 

emergency crisis intervention services for when a person with I/DD in a group home becomes 

unmanageable by the staff.
7
  For too long, when group home staff were unable to manage a 

person with I/DD, standard protocol has been to call 911 which summons police and emergency 

services, with the individual typically then having a traumatic and unproductive roundtrip to a 

psychiatric emergency room. New York has commissioned the University of New Hampshire’s 

Institute on Disability,
8
 which has assisted other States in this regard, to create a START 

program here.  The crisis intervention and short-term respite provided under a START program 

would fill a long unmet need, but this is not a solution for people for whom a community 

placement, even with enhanced supports, is inadequate. 

In another promising development, the New York Justice Center for the Protection of 

People with Special Needs
9
 became operational on July 1, 2013. With the mission of protecting 

vulnerable New Yorkers in government-funded settings against abuse and neglect, The Justice 

                                                           
6
 For example, the day services offered by a large NYC-based private provider,  AHRC (the NYC affiliate of The 

Arc)   may be worthwhile for people capable of participating in and benefiting from them and who choose to engage 

in them, but their availability does not address the unmet need of those who want to work but can do so only in a 

sheltered setting. .http://www.ahrcnyc.org/services/department/adult-day-services/adultdayservices.html  

 

 
7
 Report and Recommendations of the Olmstead Cabinet, p. 11: START stands for Systemic, Therapeutic, 

Assessment, Respite, and Treatment. 

 
8
 The Center for START Services; http://www.centerforstartservices.com/about/default.aspx 

 
9
 http://www.justicecenter.ny.gov/ 

 

http://www.ahrcnyc.org/services/department/adult-day-services/adultdayservices.html
http://www.centerforstartservices.com/about/default.aspx
http://www.justicecenter.ny.gov/
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Center was created in response to the New York Times 2011-12 series “Abused and Used” about 

shocking deficiencies in care of people with I/DD in New York.
10

 

We will conclude on a personal note which highlights this year’s policy themes. Due to 

New York’s lack of appropriate in-state residential placements (for children and adults), the 

sister of one of this report’s authors has spent the last ten years at out-of-state nonpublic 

residential schools where she was placed by her local school district. At twenty-four years old, 

she is a holdover at a for-profit school in New Hampshire – which charges New York over 

$1,000 a day, which the Justice Center has investigated and found seriously deficient, and where 

the local adult protective services agency has concluded that she was abused or neglected on 

multiple occasions. Her family refused to waive her legal right to ICF/IID for her adult 

placement as doing so would result in her being sent to a community group home where, because 

of her behavioral issues, she would be doomed to fail. She has now finally been promised a place 

in one of the few campus-based private ICFs left in New York, subject to OPWDD’s warning 

that it may soon be forced to close under the State’s “ICF Transition Plan.”  

She is finally being placed in an ICF/IID, where she can receive the federally mandated 

“active treatment” that she as a Medicaid recipient needs and is entitled to, only because of her 

family’s tenacity and awareness of her rights. Her freedom to choose an ICF/IID over 

community-based services is a right that was never disclosed to her by OPWDD, and was 

resisted by OPWDD even after her family learned about it from other sources.  There are at least 

a hundred other aged-out New Yorkers trapped at out-of-state schools at substantial financial 

cost to New York and with only limited oversight by our State or the local authorities. And this 

is to say nothing of the New Yorkers with I/DD who have been placed on a “take it or leave it” 

                                                           
10

 http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/nyregion/abused-and-used-series-page.html?_r=0 

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/nyregion/abused-and-used-series-page.html?_r
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basis in community group homes that do not provide the active treatment they require but likely 

do not know they are entitled to. And do not forget those on lengthy and slow-moving waiting 

lists for residential services, being cared for at home by parents or other family members 

(themselves often infirm, aging, or otherwise unable to deal with this responsibility), who do not 

know – because New York has failed to disclose this to them – that States may not limit access 

to ICF/IID service or make it subject to waiting lists.   

Respectfully Submitted, 

Michael Klurfeld 

Hugo & Cristy Dwyer  

VOR New York State Coordinators 
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